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MAYA REGULAR TOWER STAR 
with RH360r 
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PRODUCT FEATURES 

 

SEAT 

Maya Regular 

Product featuring a highly innovative design. 

Multi-purpose model capable of satisfying the needs of all 

casino gaming applications. 

Modular seat with integrated lumbar support, with or 

without armrests, three different backrest heights. 

Padding in flexible injection-molded polyurethane with 

medium softness with an additional Comfort Plus® layer. 

Seat with ergonomic surface that allows easy and frequent 

changes of position necessary to optimize comfort during 

extended play time. 

Backrest available in three heights: low (Small), medium 

(Regular) and high (Tall), to meet all gaming applications 

requirements: tables, slots, etc.. 

The version with high backrest (Tall) is designed for 

technological accessories such as speakers, rear monitor, 

armrests with push buttons, etc.. 

Backrest support plate in chrome plated steel (Three-

chromium - ecological and antibacterial chrome). 

Customizable finishes. 

Completely removable cover. 

Customizable coatings colors and materials with optional 

antibacterial properties. 

FRAME 

Tower Pin 

Design model with innovative construction features. 

Powder coated frame, circular footrest in chrome plated steel (Threechromium - ecological and 

antibacterial chromium). 5-spoke base with swivel wheels or fixed glides for hard floors or carpet. 

Available in various heights. Customizable coatings. 

In combination with the Maya seat collection, with or without armrests, backrest available in different 

heights, it is perfect for all gaming applications inside the Casino. 

With patented rotation mechanism RH360R to be added. 
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DIMENSION 
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PATENTED ROTATION MECHANISM: RH360R 

 

Patented model 

 

Description: 

360° rotation: 

➢ with auto-return to center  

➢ with clutch mechanism 

➢ with height adjustment to be chosen among: 

h=18.90/25 in., h=21.65/27.95 in. and 25.59/31.88 in. (6.29 in. 

range) – all heights with footrest. 

To optimize the seat height to the playing panel, StylGame® 

conceived and manufactured a new seat rotation mechanism, 

designed by our technical team and protected by two 

international patents.  

This one-piece mechanism incorporates 3 main functions:  

1) the “clutch’’ on the swivel system acts as a break on the 

micro side rotations of the chair caused by the player’s arm 

movement during the playing session. This swivel would be 

instinctively contrasted by the player engaging the lumbar 

region and causing lower back pain;    

2) the 360° seat rotation with automatic return to centre 

comes into operation only when the player stands up. While 

playing, the player doesn’t need to contrast the return to centre 

push that all other mechanisms have. Therefore, he can play in 

a relaxed position without engaging the parts of the body that 

would try to oppose to such force; 

3) the height adjustment is important to optimize the player 

correct posture to the playing panel on different machine 

brands, using the same seat and applying the Play in Comfort® 

Basic System. 
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COMFORT PLUS® 

 
 

Thanks to the continuous R&D developments, StylGame® can now offer a new, revolutionary material, 

Comfort Plus® as an option for its seat padding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 
Its main features are:  
 
➢ HIGH VENTILATION  

➢ MICRO MASSAGE  

➢ HIGH COMFORT  

➢ HIGH DEFORMATION ENDURANCE  
 
Comfort Plus® provides HIGH VENTILATION, allowing a constant temperature maintenance for the body 

contact areas of the seat, with a reduction of 2-3 degrees compared to the surrounding environment, 

thus avoiding sweating. The ideal combination to this material is a breathable upholstery material that 

enables airflow. 
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Comfort Plus® activates a constant natural MICRO MASSAGE, stimulating microcirculation and offering 

players a much greater comfort, allowing them to stay at the playing station much longer without feeling 

any circulatory disorders.  

 

Comfort Plus®, thanks to its specific structural fibers, offers HIGH COMFORT. The image of biometric 

tests made with Comfort Plus® shows how all discomfort areas disappear compared to the medium 

density inject foam. 

 

  MEDIUM DENSITY - “STANDARD” 
 

COMFORT PLUS  
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